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THE BG NEWS
FALCONS RETURN TO ACTION MAKE VOICES HEARD
After a 16-day break the BG football 
team will return to action Tuesday 
against Akron in a crucial Mid-American 
conference East showdown. | PAGE 6
Councilman Daniel Gordon urges the 
student body to make their voices 
heard. He explains the impact voting 
has on their personal lives.  | PAGE 4 Kandann ColemanSophomore, Ethnic Studies and Sociology
ARE YOU VOTING ON NOV. 4, WHY OR WHY NOT?
“Yes because it’s exciting, my dad’s in politics, 
and it’s really important because the little 
elections affect you the most.”
WEEKEND THRILLER
The Men’s soccer team 
defeated Western 
Michigan in overtime 
on Saturday. Read more 
Page 7.
REST AND RELAXATION
Wood County District Public Library projected to receive $1 million per year due to levy
Library’s fund renewal on Tuesday ballot
 STRESSING THE 
     IMPORTANCE
Local and statewide issues have large influence on future, election could go either way
By Seth Weber 
City Editor
Although presidential elections get a lot of attention, 
College Republican Treasurer Paul Duncan said the 
upcoming midterms are the most important.
The midterm elections will be Nov. 4 and will be 
focusing on local and statewide issues and candi-
dates. 
“That stuff’s going to affect us as much as anything 
the federal government is going to do,” Duncan said.
Now is the chance to vote out those such as Ohio 
Attorney General Mike DeWine if people don’t like 
his vision, Duncan said. 
Voting often is important to College Democrat 
President Emily Garcia, but she thinks the midterm 
elections can affect local communities much more 
than the presidential elections.
“I’m a firm believer in voting any time and every 
time you can,” she said. “It’s one of the rights as an 
American that everyone should be involved in. Every 
election no matter how big or small will make a dif-
ference.”
Garcia said because Ohio is split politically, the 
elections could go either way.
The College Republican President Nick Detz, how-
ever, said he is confident Governor John Kasich will 
keep his position. He attributed this to Kasich’s 
accomplishments as governor.
“You’ve seen so much success in the last four years. 
You’ve seen balanced budgets. He cut the small busi-
ness tax, and I think small businesses are what drive 
this country so for me I love that,” Detz said. “All 
of what Kasich has done has wowed Republicans; 
he’s wowed Independents and I think even some 
Democrats are going to say he’s done a fairly good 
job.”
Duncan said the House and Senate will also see 
Republican success. He predicts that Republicans 
could likely take Congress in the midterms.
If the Republicans do take a majority in Congress, 
Duncan said the “ball will be in Obama’s court.” If 
Congress were to be a Republican majority, he said 
By Kathryne Rubright
Pulse Editor
A levy renewal projected to bring the Wood County 
District Public Library nearly $1 million per year 
will be on the ballot Tuesday Nov. 4.
The levy was introduced in 2010 as state financial 
support of public libraries was decreasing.
“The state had to make a lot of hard choices,” said 
Michael Penrod, director of the WCDPL. “I’m not 
blaming the state; it’s just a reality of the situation 
we’re in.”
With less state support, the WCDPL had to cut 
hours, buy books only with donations and were not 
able to hire replacements for the staff who chose to 
leave, Penrod said.
The library asked for a five-year, 0.8 mill property 
tax. [One mill is equal to one tenth of one percent].
“The community overwhelmingly supported 
[the levy],” Penrod said.
About 58 percent of people voted for the levy and 
about 42 percent voted against it, according to the 
Wood County Board of Elections website.
The levy renewal is for the same rate, 0.8 mill, 
and for six years instead of five like the original 
levy.
The change in length is so that the levy will be 
on the ballot again in 2020, a presidential election 
year, rather than the off-year of 2019, Penrod said. 
The library would prefer to have the levy on the bal-
lot when there will be higher voter turnout.
The levy is expected to bring in $979,000 yearly, 
Penrod said.
Last year, the levy accounted for 42 percent 
of the library’s funding and 53 percent of funds 
came from the state, Penrod said. Fines and fees 
accounted for two percent, while three percent 
came from the WCDPL Foundation and the Friends 
of the Library.
The WCDPL used to be 98 percent state-funded, 
Penrod said.
The WCDPL levy is one of 33 library levies that 
will be on ballots across Ohio on Tuesday. Eight of 
those levies are new, while 25 are renewals, said 
Doug Evans, executive director of the Ohio Library 
Council [OLC].
As of May 2014, 175 libraries are partly funded by 
levies, Evans said. Of Ohio’s 251 public libraries, 30 
percent rely solely on state funds.
In 2004, 70 percent of libraries operated only on 
state funding.
The effects of Ohio’s “general decline in econo-
my” include less state funding for libraries, Evans 
See VOTE | Page 2
See LEVY | Page 2
STUDENTS MEDITATE at an event put on by the Counseling Center and Student 
Wellness Connection. The event promoted relaxation and stress relief. 
ERIC BURGASSER | THE BG NEWS
THURS., OCT. 30
1:19 A.M. 
Patrick J. Gillen, 21, of Bowling 
Green, was cited for criminal 
mischief within the 100 block of S. 
Main St. 
11:53 A.M.
Complainant reported the theft 
of a wallet within the 1600 block of 
Treetop Pl.
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GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717
Now Renting
For Fall 2015
Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
Enterprise Square Apts.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
...and many more apartments and houses
SIGN A LEASE TODAY
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green
www.greenbriarrentals.com©2013 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC    ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
SERIOUS
DELIVERY!TM
I USED
BEFORE THEY
WERE COOL
#4TURKEYTOM
HASHTAGS
I have a pet, and want to 
keep it in the house.
 ANY PET FRIENDLY 
PLACES TO LIVE?
Olscamp Hall, Room 101 
10am – 2pm     
FOR ANSWERS, CONTACT
419-372-2843 
offcampus@bgsu.edu 
 www.bgsu.edu/offcampus 
Meet local property managers, rental agencies, 
and campus/community resources.
2014
WEDNESDAY 
NOVEMBER 19
FAIR
3
H   USING 
10 PM ti l  2:30 AM
  DJ MANNY & 
MEAGHAN MICK
18 & Up ★ 21 & over FREE
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green ★ clazel.net ★ facebook.com/clazel
FRI & SAT NIGHTS
 CLUB 
KISSKISSFM
BG’S PREMIERE NIGH
T LIFE
of the Morning Rush Show
Check out the full  interactive 
blotter map at BGNEWS.COM
BLOTTER 
they could be “cranking out 
bills like it’s nothing” and 
it would be up to Obama to 
veto them or not.
“If the Republicans win 
Obama’s essentially a lame 
duck,” Duncan said. “He’s 
powerless unless he’s will-
ing to compromise with 
Republicans.”
One of the issues 
Democrats have been run-
ning on during the mid-
term elections is mini-
mum wage, which Garcia 
said most people are for. 
She said the problem 
with it is that most people 
agree with it being raised, 
but there is a lot of dis-
agreement about how to 
enact it. 
She said minimum wage 
policies shouldn’t be put 
into action drastically, 
but should be a gradual 
change. 
“Minimum wage is an 
interesting subject just 
because our president has 
come out openly for mini-
mum wage and states like 
Washington have raised 
the minimum wage,” she 
said. “It has the potential 
to bring undecided voters 
to the Democratic side, but 
I don’t think it holds as 
much weight as they think 
it does.”
VOTE
 From Page 1
Collective Bargaining Agreement approaches 
halfway point, changes being discussed
NASA exceptional service award winner speaks to students
Faculty Association 
considers revisions
said. The decrease has 
been “a fairly precipitous 
drop.”
In 2008, the state pro-
vided about $450 million 
to public libraries. This 
year, funding was about 
the same as it was in 1996, 
Evans said.
Libraries received $338.4 
million in 1996, according 
to the OLC website.
Libraries whose levies 
failed have had to cut staff 
and cut benefits for staff, 
Evans said. In a few loca-
tions, they’ve had to close 
branches of the library.
If the WCDPL levy 
passes and state funding 
remains the same, the 
WCDPL will be fine for 
the next six years, Penrod 
said.
“We’re cautiously opti-
mistic,” Penrod said. “We 
need folks to actually go 
out and vote.” 
LEVY
 From Page 1
By Denny McCarthy
Reporter
The newly adopted 
Collective Bargaining 
Agreement for faculty 
contracts is approach-
ing the halfway point 
to its expiration. As the 
deadline approaches, 
the University Faculty 
Association is starting to 
think about revisions for 
a second contract.
While political science 
associate professor and 
President of the Faculty 
A ssociat ion Dav id 
Jackson said the agree-
ment is a vast improve-
ment to the previous 
contract, he has plans for 
the association to make 
more improvements.
“What we’ve learned 
about the faculty con-
tract here is that some 
parts are working very 
well and some parts just 
aren’t,” said Jackson. 
“Our expectation is to be 
negotiating the next con-
tract starting in the sum-
mer of 2015.”
T he C ol le c t i v e 
Bargaining Agreement, 
effective from May 1, 
2013, to July 1, 2016, is 
a series of negotiations 
between the University 
a nd t he Facu lt y 
Association as a way to 
ensure the proper treat-
ment of faculty. It deals 
with both tenure track 
and non-tenure track 
faculty but has separate 
agreements for non-ten-
ure track contracts.
Although each contract 
is separate, most non-
tenured staff start with 
four years of an annu-
ally renewable contract 
before they move onto a 
contract that is renew-
able every three years. 
Jackson said that along 
with better job security, 
salaries and benefits, he 
would like to see a longer-
term seniority system to 
prevent experienced staff 
from losing their jobs.
“It is a legitimate con-
cern because this univer-
sity has shown in the last 
two years that they’re 
willing to fire over 100 
of the faculty,” Jackson 
said. “That still leaves 
an awful taste in a lot of 
people’s mouths and is a 
reason for a lot of the low 
faculty morale.”
Although firing large 
amounts of faculty isn’t 
ideal, Vice Provost for 
Academic Operations 
and Assessment Joe 
Frizado said keeping 
everyone on a secure ten-
ure track contract would 
be hugely ineffective 
and renewable contracts 
are needed to keep the 
University moving for-
ward.
“When we make a 
mistake in hiring a fac-
ulty member, we as an 
institution pay a price,” 
See FACULTY | Page 5
By Natasha Ivery
Reporter
A NASA engineer who worked on the 
Mars rovers visited the University 
Saturday as part of the Northwest 
OHIO STEM Symposium. 
The symposium was designed to 
educate pre-k through high school 
teachers and college professors on 
ways to make science, technology, 
engineering and math more fun and 
understandable for their students. 
The keynote speaker was Kobie 
Boykins, a NASA engineer who works 
at NASA’S Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
“An interesting story about how 
I got to where I am today started 
with me being a class clown in fifth 
grade,” he said. “My teacher pulled 
me into the hallway and asked me 
what I wanted to be when I grow up. 
I told her the Reading Rainbow guy 
who also played in Star Trek. She 
told me to spend 10 percent of the 
energy I use to make people laugh 
in reaching that goal. From then on 
I became very focused and knew I 
wanted to be an engineer.”
Boykins attended Rennsyler 
Polytechnical Institute, one of the 
oldest, non-military schools in Troy, 
New York. 
“The first day I had an 8 a.m. class, 
which was chemistry and materials 
and the professor gave us a pop quiz 
with 3 questions. ‘Find the natural 
log of 2 without a calculator, compare 
the intake of a stroke engine with that 
of a human being, and something 
else.’ Needless to say we all failed 
miserably, but our professor taught 
us a valuable lesson, which was to 
practice critical thinking,” he said.
During Boykins’ junior year, a 
professor in the Office of Student 
Minority affairs recommended that 
he speak to someone from the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory for NASA.
“I received a call from JPL and 
they wanted me to work for them,” 
Boykins said. “So I ended up doing a 
co-op for fall and summer semesters. 
JPL is located in Pasadena, California. 
Whatever they asked, I did. It was 
fundamental analysis. I punched the 
cleats on the wheels for the Rovers.”
Boykins went on to graduate 
from college and soon landed a job 
with JPL.
“My manager asked me to work on 
this job for six months, which actu-
ally ended up being my full time job,” 
Boykin said. “I helped design and 
build the solar panels that enabled 
the Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity, 
to operate correctly. We always 
over engineer everything at NASA. 
Opportunity was supposed to last 
90 days and it’s still on Mars sending 
images more than 9 years later.”
Boykins then moved on to work 
on Curiosity, the rover that land-
ERIC BURGASSER | THE BG NEWS M ARIE COURONNE | THE BG NEWS
See NASA | Page 3
KOBIE BOYKINS: speaks to a group of students about 
his career path on Nov. 1. 
A TRIBOARD is shown at the Northwest Ohio Center for Excellence for STEM Education 
annual Symposium on STEM Teaching. The event took place in Olscamp on Nov. 1. 
“I got to where I am 
today started with 
me being a class 
clown in fifth grade.”
Kobie Boykins | Keynote Speaker
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SEMESTER
NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
SPRING 2015
LEASES
November 7 thru January 18, 2015
OPEN REGISTRATION
START DATES
Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students
October 20
October 20
October 21
October 23
November 4
November 5 
November 7
U E N R O L L
QUESTIONS?
1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add
Go to:
my.bgsu.edu
You can access everything that you  
need via the “Student Center” at the 
MyBGSU portal.
Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
Call the Registration HOTLINE:
419-372-4444
8 am - 5 pm
Monday - Friday
B O W L I N G  G R E E N  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y
S P R I N G  2 0 1 5  R E G I S T R A T I O N
A HEALTHY 
HALLOWEEN HUNT
WellAware Program holds scavenger hunt, keeps participants active
By Jon Stinchcomb
Reporter
Health-conscious faculty and staff braved the rain 
and chilling winds on Friday morning to partake 
in the University’s annual Well-O-Ween Walk scav-
enger hunt. 
The event was a part of the WellAware program 
on campus, said Karyn Smith, health educator 
and faculty and staff wellness coordinator for the 
University. 
WellAware is a year-round health and wellness 
program for University employees, both cur-
rent and retired. Healthy lifestyles are promoted 
through coordinated events on campus, such as 
the Well-O-Ween Walk.
The WellAware program is sponsored via grants 
provided by Medical Mutual of Ohio and admin-
istered by the Department of Recreation and 
Wellness and the Office of Human Resources. 
“We offer a variety of initiatives to encourage fac-
ulty and staff to be more active, help dietary options 
and the importance of taking breaks throughout 
the day to relieve stress, increase energy, enhance 
your mood,” Smith said. “With Halloween being on 
a Friday, there’s definitely a lot of treats, potlucks 
and everything going on, so we wanted to do some-
thing to promote physical activity.”
Although nearly two dozen the University facul-
ty and staff members took on the elements to scav-
enge throughout campus as part of a fun way to 
get exercise on a workday, get free healthy snacks 
and earn a chance to win a prize, in past years with 
more tolerable weather the event has had even 
WELLAWARE PARTICIPANTS finish the halloween walk and scavenger hunt early Friday morning.
PAIGE APKARIAN | THE BG NEWS
ed on Mars in 2012. It 
made headlines that year 
with evidence includ-
ing the presence of water 
could have supported life 
on Mars. 
“After I worked in the 
Mobility and Mechanisms 
Department for nine 
years, I’m now the deputy 
section manager of new 
tech missions,” he said. 
“Basically I’m building a 
new section of mechani-
cal engineers within JPL. 
Our newest project is the 
new rover we are launch-
ing in 2020. The rover will 
find samples and cash 
them back to Earth for us 
to review.” 
For his hard work, 
Boykins has received the 
NASA Exceptional Service 
Medal, one of the high-
est honors given to NASA 
employees and contrac-
tors. For students strug-
gling with the mid-semes-
ter slump, he has some 
valuable advice.
“Always be curious,” he 
said. “Understand that 
failure is okay, but it’s the 
way you recover from it 
that matters. It’s always 
darkest before the light. 
Don’t judge yourself by 
your grades, focus on the 
knowledge you took away 
from those classes.”
NASA
 From Page 2
See HUNT | Page 5
Did You Know...
The first product 
to have a bar 
code scanned was 
Wrigley’s gum. 
Did You Know...
Motorists who 
talk on cell 
phones are more 
impaired than 
drunk drivers with 
blood-alcohol 
levels exceeding 
.08!
Councilman urges 
students, to vote on 
Tuesday, Nov. 4
My name is Daniel Gordon 
and I’m your representative 
in city government. 
I am 25 years old and 
have served as an elected 
member of Bowling Green 
City Council for nearly three 
years now. I’m writing to 
urge you to exercise your 
right to vote this Tuesday.
One sad truth is that age-
ism is pervasive. As young 
people, we are often treat-
ed like children - our per-
spectives dismissed based 
on a presumed lack of life 
experience and wisdom 
- despite being asked to 
bear the responsibilities of 
adults. I’ve even heard it 
suggested that young peo-
ple at BGSU shouldn’t be 
allowed to vote.
This contemptuous 
sentiment should make 
us angry. But it should also 
motivate us to act. 
We’re called to fix the 
problems of the future, 
despite many of them having 
been caused or exacerbated 
by previous generations. The 
challenge is daunting. This, 
along with the extremism 
and gridlock we see, can lead 
us to tune out of politics. 
This is what they want.
Telling your friends that 
you “hate” politics to show 
how cool you are for being 
cynical is shallow and coun-
terproductive. Voting does 
make a difference. If it didn’t, 
politicians in Columbus and 
D.C. wouldn’t be trying to 
pass laws to make it harder 
for you to vote. 
If you think politics doesn’t 
affect you, think again. 
Tuition costs have skyrock-
eted and there is an entire 
industry profiting off stu-
dent loan debt because of 
politicians in Columbus 
and D.C. protecting special 
interests instead of you.
Things will continue to 
get worse unless we stand 
up and vote them out. When 
we vote our numbers, we 
have the power to decide the 
outcomes of elections here 
and across Ohio. 
In 2010, BGSU students 
stopped an attempt to 
repeal city laws that protect 
LGBT citizens from discrim-
ination. If enough of us had 
not voted, those protections 
would have disappeared. 
In 2011, I ran for a seat 
on City Council because 
there was no student rep-
resentation in city govern-
ment. People told me young 
people wouldn’t get out and 
vote. They were wrong. 
Change is possible, but 
not if we don’t fight for it. 
The bottom line is this: 
if you don’t vote, they win. 
Politicians in Columbus 
and D.C. who are actively 
diminishing your quality 
of life will continue to make 
bad decisions unless you hold 
them accountable. 
The time is now. Stand 
up. Vote this Tuesday, 
November 4th.
Daniel Gordon,
President Pro Tempore & 
First Ward Councilman
Bowling Green City Council
danielg@bgsu.edu
FORUM
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FALCON SCREECH
T H E B G N E W S  P R E S E N T S
BREAKS MY
GLASS
THAT REALLY
MAN,“ ”
WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH? 
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO
MONDAY’S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD 
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM OR YOU CAN 
TWEET  YOUR SCREECHES AT @FALCONSCREECH OR 
WITH #FALCONSCREECH.
CAMERON TEAGUE ROBINSON, 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 | Phone: (419) 372-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Letters are generally to be fewer 
than 300 words. These are usually 
in response to a current issue on the 
University’s campus or the Bowling 
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS
Guest Columns are generally longer 
pieces between 400 and 700 words. 
These are usually also in response 
to a current issue on the University’s 
campus or the Bowling Green 
area. Two submissions per month 
maximum.
POLICIES 
Letters to the Editor and Guest 
Columns are printed as space on the 
Opinion Page permits. Additional 
Letters to the Editor or Guest 
Columns may be published online. 
Name, year and phone number 
should be included for verification 
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified 
information or anonymous submis-
sions will not be printed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS 
Send submissions as an attachment 
to thenews@bgnews.com with the 
subject line marked “Letter to the 
Editor” or “Guest Column.” All sub-
missions are subject to review and 
editing for length and clarity before 
printing.  The editor may change the 
headlines to submitted columns and 
letters at his or her discretion.
THE BG NEWS SUBMISSION POLICY
Recognize issue with beauty ideals, embrace yourself
DANIEL GORDON
COUNCILMAN
MICHELE MATHIS 
COLUMNIST
THINGS DON’T ALWAYS HAVE TO GO YOUR WAY AND 
YOU DON’T ALWAYS HAVE TO BE RIGHT.
#GROWUP
I THINK MY PROFESSOR DISRUPTED THE CLASS MORE BY 
CALLING ME OUT THAN I DID BY TEXTING...
-IT’S ON SILENT
SOMEONE STOLE BY SAMSUNG GALAXY S5 ON HAL-
LOWEEN. 
#HOWSTHATFORSCARY?
I CAN’T BELIEVE I HAVE TO PAY A FEE WHEN APPLYING 
FOR GRADUATION. ISN’T MY $10,000+ FOR TUITION 
ENOUGH?
-GUESS NOT
IF YOU DON’T LIKE ME, DON’T COME TO MY APARTMENT. I 
PAY THE BILLS, SO THERE’S NO GETTING RID OF ME.
#YOUCANLEAVE 
THE SNOW ON FRIDAY WAS NOT WELCOME.
-IT’S STILL FALL
NEXT TIME I ATTEMPT BREAKING INTO MY OWN HOME, 
I’LL REMEMBER TO AVOID THE GLASS.
#INEEDSTITCHES 
STOP DANCING IN MY KITCHEN. I HAVE TO CLEAN UP 
AFTER YOUR “WOBBLE” IN THE MORNING.
-STOP THE WOBBLE 
WHY IS THE APPLE STORE ON CAMPUS SO MUCH MORE 
EXPENSIVE THAN REGULAR APPLE STORES? 
#WHYSHOULDIEVENSHOPHERE? 
I know the compliment’s com-
ing, but I’m not sure I can han-
dle it today. 
After all, I’ve run my fingers 
through my hair one too many 
times; it’s greasy and matted. I 
overate for dinner; I feel bloat-
ed and uncomfortable in these 
high waisted jeans. I don’t feel 
beautiful and I’m not about 
to accept a barrage of people 
telling me I look amazing with 
poise and grace. 
I awkwardly stand in the 
middle of a hallway and twist 
my body in on itself when I 
hear, “Michele! I just wanted 
to say how beautiful you look 
today!” This is followed by 
my inner voice going, “Stop 
being weird. Why can’t you 
be confident?”
But it’s too late. After a cheeky 
reply, I walk away from the bat-
tlefield wounded. 
Even though seconds ago I 
experienced a sincere gesture 
of kindness and appreciation, 
my self-esteem has taken a hit. 
Granted, this doesn’t hap-
pen every time someone has 
the kind initiative to dish out a 
few good vibes, but it happens 
frequently. 
Upon having a conversation 
with my partner in Grounds 
For Thought, I let the words, 
“I wish when people said that 
they think I look beautiful, I 
can confidently reply back, 
‘Thank you. I know,’” escape 
out of my mouth. 
I blushed. I view this as a 
selfish tendency. I wouldn’t be 
able to let myself be prideful in 
such a way. 
But it didn’t settle right. 
While being able to confi-
dently say “I know I am beau-
tiful” is an unhealthy state of 
mind, isn’t NOT being able to 
confidently say “I know I am 
beautiful” an unhealthy state 
of mind as well? I let it stew for 
a few minutes and decided to 
come back to it later. 
However, in brainstorming 
for ideas, my mind kept slipping 
back to the times in elemen-
tary school when I would look 
in the mirror and wish I were 
old enough to wear makeup 
because I wanted the red spots 
on my face to be hidden. 
When I was in junior high, I 
wore enough makeup for half 
the girls in my grade. Once, 
when a friend in high school 
told me how to put on makeup 
oh-so-perfectly to make it look 
“natural,” my obsession with 
hiding my uncomfortable skin 
condition became solidified. 
My mind wandered to all 
the times my teachers, peers, 
friends, family and even 
complete strangers would 
approach me to comment 
on how red my face looked 
that day. 
Finally, my mind landed 
on the reason why I can’t 
take a compliment. 
I’ve never thought I was 
beautiful. I’ve never thought I 
was going to be a head turner. 
I trained myself to make com-
pliments feel foreign to me 
even though I experience them 
almost every day. 
I’m not saying this to be sad; 
I’m saying this to reach out to 
all the girls, young women and 
women who feel exactly the 
same I did, the same way I have 
and the same way I do. 
Whether it’s due to girl on 
girl bullying, a skin condition, a 
scar, a bad relationship; almost 
all of us struggle with the idea 
of beauty. It’s a big problem that 
we all have to fix individually, 
but a problem that we can work 
on being aware of. 
It calls to mind the quote, 
“Be kind, for everyone is facing 
their own hard battle.” 
Be brave. Be aware. 
Be beautiful. 
Respond to Michele at 
thenews@bgnews.com
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
HALLOWEEN AFTERMATH
PEOPLE ON THE STREET Are you voting on Nov. 4, why or why not?
“No because I’m 
not aware of the 
issues at hand.”
“I didn’t get my 
registration in 
on time but I’m 
all for voting.”
“No because 
I’m from 
Illinois.”
“I don’t 
think I’ll vote 
because I don’t 
feel that I’m 
knowledgeable 
enough about 
the issues.”
VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on 
today’s People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnews.com.
DANIEL MYERS
Sophomore, 
Marketing
SARAH GHOSE
Senior, 
Psychology and Philosophy
DANIEL MYERS
Senior, 
Digital Arts
TAERA WORKS
Sophomore, 
Psychology
more participants, Smith 
said. 
Colleen Fitzgerald, an 
assistant professor with 
the College of Health and 
Human Services, said she 
and her colleagues were 
happy to have some time 
out of the office. She did 
the scavenger hunt with 
two others, Clare Barratt, 
an assistant professor 
of psychology, and Don 
Zhang, a psychology grad-
uate student. 
After completing the 
walk, they each had the 
opportunity to draw for a 
prize. Zhang was the only 
one of the three to grab 
the lucky orange “creepy 
crawler,” which earned 
him a brand new salad 
shaker. The prizes all fit 
the theme of promoting 
health and wellness.
“My lunch just got so 
much more exciting,” 
Zhang said.
Barratt said the rain 
wasn’t enough to keep 
them away, although they 
did find some indoor alter-
nates in the walk’s route to 
stay dry and warm. 
While not everyone won 
a prize, each participant 
did get the opportunity 
to make their own trail 
mix to take with them at 
the end. 
The next activity starts 
on Nov. 19, called the 
“Maintain, Don’t Gain 
Challenge.” The event will 
be all about maintaining 
your weight throughout 
the holiday season, Smith 
said. Those accepting the 
challenge can do so indi-
vidually or as a team. 
“We try to offer a variety 
of things like this to try to 
make it fun for people,” 
she said.
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said Frizado. “To really 
have a quality institution 
for a large number of stu-
dents over time, you have 
to walk the line between 
what is truly foundation-
al … and yet at the same 
time, making sure student 
demand is met.”
According to Vice 
President for Faculty 
Affairs and Strategic 
Initiatives Bill Balzer, 
each of the 225 non-ten-
ure track faculty mem-
bers knew there could 
be a potential lack of job 
security as soon as they 
saw the ad for the position 
they applied for.
“All of that is out in the 
advertisement that we do 
for the position and it’s up 
to the prospective faculty 
member to decide if it’s the 
right kind of employment 
agreement that they’re 
interested in,” Balzer said. 
“The mix [of contracts] 
allows us to meet student 
needs while making sure 
the University keeps mov-
ing forward.”
Unti l the Facult y 
Association begins writ-
ing the new Collective 
Bargaining Agreement, 
Jackson is focusing on 
enforcing the contract and 
finding solutions to griev-
ance issues between facul-
ty and the University. Even 
as a tenured faculty mem-
ber, he hopes the chang-
es in the new agreement 
result in improvements for 
non-tenured faculty.
“It shouldn’t matter if 
you’re called tenure track 
or non-tenure track. We’re 
all doing the same job in 
terms of service to the 
University,” Jackson said. 
“Allowing one group of 
faculty to be treated more 
poorly than the other is 
completely unfair. We’re 
working – and always 
will be working – to 
improve that.”
FACULTY 
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Students given choice to go home, pay to stay during Thanksgiving break
Residence halls close during break
By Cassie Sullivan
Assistant Managing Editor
With Thanksgiving break 
approaching in less than 
a month, students living 
on campus are deciding 
if they’re leaving campus 
for the break or staying 
on campus. 
While some students, like 
Phoebe Brown, a freshman, 
would prefer to go home 
over break, others might 
want or need to stay on 
campus during break.
“I prefer to go because 
it’s a holiday and I want to 
spend it with my family,” 
Brown said.
Or for some students, 
like sophomore Christina 
Arnold, family doesn’t live 
that far away.
“Honestly, I live so 
close that there’s nothing 
that could make me stay,” 
Arnold said.
Residence halls close 
down Wednesday, Nov. 
26 at 10 a.m. and reopen 
Sunday, Nov. 30 at noon.
Students who might need 
to stay on campus a bit lon-
ger before leaving on that 
Wednesday can talk to their 
hall director about extend-
ing their time on cam-
pus, said Tim Shaal, the 
senior associate director of 
Residence Life.
“If they need to stay a little 
bit late maybe because their 
rides are running late, they 
just need to talk to their hall 
director and they can work 
that out,” Shaal said.
While Thanksgiving 
break is only for five days, 
residence halls close down 
to allow the whole staff to 
go home for the holiday. 
The students who stay on 
campus for the break are 
very few.
“The halls close typically 
at Thanksgiving and winter 
break because a lot of stu-
dents leave and go home, 
so as a result, we let our 
staff leave and go home,” 
Shaal said. “We might have 
a handful of students stay, 
so it doesn’t make sense to 
keep the whole staff and 
all of the halls open and 
heat them and those kinds 
of things when there’s very 
few people here.”
The only time Brown 
wouldn’t go home for break 
is if she couldn’t get to any 
family.
“If I absolutely couldn’t 
get to any family or any way 
to get there, I would prob-
ably stay,” Brown said.
In order for a student to 
remain on campus dur-
ing the break, students 
need to fill out paper-
work online, which can be 
found under the “My Room 
and Meals” tab in their 
MyBGSU account.
“But we do have a pro-
cess for people who do want 
to stay and that is online,” 
Shaal said. “There will be 
information on our website 
shortly that will give people 
directions on how and if 
they need to stay for student 
teaching or some of those 
kinds of things.”
The applications will be 
available from Monday, 
Nov. 3, through Friday, Nov. 
14 at 5 p.m.
When a student chooses 
to remain on campus for 
the break, they’re expected 
to follow certain rules and 
expectations while here, 
Shaal said.
“One of the things we 
tell students who stay over 
break there are certain 
rules and expectations 
they’re expected to follow 
and we will have those on 
the website,” Shaal said. 
“It’ll remind them that food 
services will be limited and 
those kinds of things.”
As of right now, the cost 
of a student staying on cam-
pus for break has not been 
determined, but will be, 
depending on the costs of 
keeping the building open.  
HUNT
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“The mix [of 
contracts] allows 
us to meet student 
needs while making 
sure the University 
keeps moving 
forward.”
Bill Balzer | Vice President for
Faculty Affairs and Strategic
Famous Falcons...
Tim Conway, ‘56
Eva Marie Saint, ‘46
Shantanu Narayen, ‘86
Jeffery Shore, ‘75
Dave Wottle, ‘73
Bernie Casey, ‘61
Arnold Rampersad, ‘67
Marcy Nighswander, ‘73
Nate Thurman, ‘63
Steve Hartman, ‘85
Betty D. Montgomery, ‘70
and many more!
FALCON
FACTS
         
By Corey Krupa
Reporter
After a 5-2 loss Friday, the BG 
hockey team rebounded for a 
3-1 victory against 12th ranked 
Minnesota State Saturday night. 
Freshman forward Tyler Spezia 
scored a goal in the game, and 
had three goals over the weekend 
for the Falcons.
In Saturday night’s game, it was 
another freshman forward that 
scored first for the Falcons. Brett 
D’Andrea scored his first colle-
giate goal in the first period to 
give BG an early 1-0 lead.
However, Minnesota State 
answered with a goal in the sec-
ond period to tie the game 1-1. 
Tyler Spezia’s goal in the third 
period gave BG the lead for good, 
with assists from seniors Adam 
Berkle and Dan DeSalvo. 
“I like where we are right now, 
we’re playing with some of the top 
teams in the country,” Berkle said.
Kevin Dufour added another 
goal in the third period to give BG 
the 3-1 victory. Dufour now has 
nine goals so far on the season.
“We had an opportunity to play 
better, and today I thought we did 
a much better job of playing to our 
level,” Bergeron said.
Falcon goalie Tommy Burke 
recorded 26 saves in the win. It 
was Burke’s first win this season 
and it improves his record to 1-1-1. 
“I felt like our defensemen and 
forwards did a much better job 
tonight of making good reads and 
not giving up as many odd man 
rushes as last night, which helped 
a lot,” Burke said. 
Minnesota State was held score-
less on six power play chances on 
Saturday night.
By Brandon Shrider
Assistant Sports Editor
Wit h its Mid-A merican 
Conference tournament hopes 
on the line, the BG men’s soc-
cer team made enough plays in 
a wild game to keep its season 
goal alive.
“They were part of an epic 
game, one of the craziest I’ve 
seen as a coach,” said head 
coach Eric Nichols. “To come 
out on top in one of those 
is exciting.”
Since their spring season, 
the Falcons have maintained 
the goal of reaching the MAC 
tournament.
Saturday evening, BG found a 
way to keep those hopes alive.
Tied 1-1 with Western 
Michigan, one minute into over-
time, forward Joe Sullivan made 
his best Ryan Heuton impres-
sion diving to save the potential 
go-ahead goal at the left post.
Illegally using his arm for 
the save, Sullivan was imme-
diately issued a red card, dis-
qualified from the match, and 
the Broncos were awarded a 
penalty kick.
However, Ryan Heuton, hav-
ing made five saves previously, 
dove and made his biggest save 
of the day, securing the ball 
and keeping the Broncos off the 
scoreboard.
“Going into the game we 
knew that if we were to lose this 
game, we’d be out of the MAC 
tournament, so we’d have been 
mathematically eliminated if 
that goal were to go in,” said 
Sullivan. “I didn’t mean to do 
it, but looking back it was kind 
of lucky that it did hit off my 
arm because Heuton was able 
to make the save, but I guess it 
helped us win.”
Jacob Roth described the con-
secutive plays by Sullivan and 
Heuton as the “turning point” 
of the season.
About eight minutes later, 
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Men’s soccer gets first MAC win to keep post-season conference hopes alive
Hockey overcomes Friday loss to defeat Mavericks 
Saturday; Spezia scores 3 goals during both games
Falcons win with overtime header
BG splits weekend series with 12th 
ranked Minnesota State
See HOCKEY | Page 8See MEN’S | Page 7
See FOOTBALL | Page 7
By Cameron Teague Robinson
Editor-in-Chief
It will be 16 days on Tuesday since the Bowling Green football 
team took the field for a game.
The Falcons don’t see it as a disadvantage, though; to them it 
has given them the chance to get healthy and get back to their 
fundamentals. 
“I don’t think it’s necessarily a disadvantage; I actually think 
it’s an advantage for us, because we’ve had the rest we’ve need-
ed,” senior Gabe Martin said. 
Despite the long break head coach Dino Babers does not expect 
a hangover from the Falcons when they play the University of 
Akron Tuesday night. 
“We are never going to know if we have that hangover until we 
get on the field against our next opponent,” Babers said. “I would 
like to think that we are focused on doing things we need to do to 
get ready for that next football game.” 
Before the break the Falcons lost a home game to Western 
Michigan University. Despite that loss the defense had been 
improving each game out, while the offense had been struggling. 
For the offense, instead of dwelling on their struggles they have 
decided to move on, as they have not watched much film from 
the past, senior Heath Jackson said. 
“We hit it hard in the beginning; we realized that’s not how we 
play,” he said. “We know what we did wrong and we really don’t 
want to bash guys with the mistakes that we made .... We aren’t 
really worried, we know we are a talented group and we are going 
to play like we are talented.” 
It’s been all about competing at a high level in practice in 
order to simulate the game tempo. The coaching staff has been 
doing everything they can in practice. They have put the starters 
against each other in practice, among other things. 
“We are really trying to do everything in our power not to start 
slow,” Babers said. “We are doing every we can do at the speed 
that we can do it to simulate game speed without risking the 
BG football resumes after its 16-day break with key conference matchup at Akron Tuesday
JOHN CLEVENGER | THE BG NEWS
ALYSSA N. BENES | THE BG NEWS
DANNY SHEA takes the ball down field in the Falcons’ overtime win this past weekend against Western Michigan at Cochrane Field.
ADAM BERKLE keeps the puck away from the BG net against a Minnesota State defender.
SHOWDOWN
Gabe Martin
Travis Greene Tyler Tate
James Knapke
MAC EAST
1. BOWLING GREEN (5-3, 3-1)
2. AKRON (4-4, 2-2)
3. OHIO (4-5, 2-3)
4. UMASS (2-7, 2-3)
5. MIAMI (2-8, 2-4)
6. BUFFALO (3-5, 1-3)
7. KENT STATE (1-7, 0-4)
DIVISIONAL
opportunity of hurting one of 
our starters.”
The Falcons have enough 
on their plate trying to stay 
game ready; on top of that 
they have been preparing 
for two quarterbacks. Akron 
starting quarterback Kyle 
Pohl has been inactive for 
the past two games due to a 
concussion; in that time the 
Zips are 0-2. 
“It’s a difficult situation 
for our defense to prepare 
for, but that’s the hand that 
has been dealt,” Babers said. 
“We need to find a way to 
deal with it.”
The defense has focused 
on all of the film from 
Akron’s offense, although 
Babers has focused on what 
they like to do with Pohl in 
the lineup as he is expecting 
to see him Tuesday. 
“He is really good. I’m 
really impressed with him,” 
Babers said. 
Their offense does not end 
with Pohl, though, as they 
average 125 rushing yards 
per game as well. 
“They are explosive,” 
Martin said. “They have a 
lot of guys on the field that 
can make plays. We just have 
to show up and do what we 
need to do to be successful.”
Akron is also one of the 
best defenses in the Mid-
American Conference, that 
is one of the main reasons 
they are currently second in 
the MAC East Division. They 
are first in the MAC total 
defense [20.2 points], points 
allowed [162] and touch-
downs allowed [19.]
The offense is taking pride 
in this game as the chance to 
make a statement. 
“We just want to go out 
there and prove we are the 
top offense in the MAC,” 
senior Heath Jackson. “We 
are hungry for Akron and 
the guys just want to go out 
there and play to the best of 
our ability.” 
This game has major 
MAC East Division implica-
tions as the Falcons are cur-
rently first in the MAC East 
and Akron is second. The 
winner of this game will put 
themselves in a good place 
going into the last month of 
the season. 
“We have to treat it as one 
game, but this is a big foot-
ball game for both sides. 
” Babers said. “It’s a huge 
advantage for whoever wins 
the game. It doesn’t mean 
your season is over ... it just 
means you are on an easier 
path. It is a huge advan-
tage and they [the players] 
understand how big this 
game is.” 
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3 x 3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve
CALL FOR DEPOSIT SPECIALS!
(419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 2015
I have a lot of friends I want to 
live with. How many people can
LIVE TOGETHER IN 
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING?
Olscamp Hall, Room 101 
10am – 2pm     
WEDNESDAY 
NOVEMBER 19
FOR ANSWERS, CONTACT
419-372-2843 
offcampus@bgsu.edu 
 www.bgsu.edu/offcampus 
Meet local property managers, rental agencies, 
and campus/community resources.
FAIR
2013
H   USING 
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BG gets back-to-back victories at home
MARIE COURONNE | THE BG NEWS
ALYSSA N. BENES | THE BG NEWS
CLARA MARTINEZ RUBIO attacks the ball over the net in one of the Falcons’ back-to-back victories this weekend against Akron and Buffalo hosted at the Stroh Center.
TRAVIS GREENE rushes down field in BG’s last game played two weeks ago, a 26-14 loss to Western Michigan at the Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
Tomic gets 200th victory with team’s win against Akron, Falcons win on Senior Night
By Hampton Crawford
Reporter 
BG volleyball came away 
with two key victories this 
weekend to keep them 
in the hunt for a Mid-
American Conference 
tournament berth. 
With the pair of wins, BG 
moves to 7-17 overall with 
a 4-8 MAC record moving 
them into fifth place in the 
east division and one spot 
closer to the tournament.
“We need to get at least 
four wins,” said head coach 
Danijela Tomic. “[Akron] is 
one of those four and we 
have six more matches left 
so if we get four out of six I 
think we are in good posi-
tion to get into the MAC 
championship.”
BG began the week-
end against Akron on 
Halloween with a 3-0 
sweep against the Zips, giv-
ing Tomic her 200th win.
“I am very happy with 
t h is per for ma nce,” 
Tomic said. “I will always 
remember my 200th 
win and the way we 
performed tonight.”
BG took a 15-8 lead 
against Akron and never 
looked back. BG went on 
several runs, going up 
18-13, 23-15 and then fin-
ishing the set with two 
points winning 25-17.
The second and third 
sets were more of the 
same as BG started on the 
right foot. In the second 
set, BG came out with an 
8-3 run and then breezed 
by Akron with a 10-1 run 
going up 18-4 at one point. 
Akron could not recover 
and ended up losing the 
set 25-15.
In the third set, BG went 
up 10-4. Although Akron 
did get it down to five at 
13-8 that  could not over-
come BG  and lost the third 
and final set 25-18. 
BG won seven out of the 
eight statistical categories 
Friday, garnering a .297 hit 
percentage and 43 team 
kills, which was not a sur-
prise to coach Tomic.
“We have been prac-
ticing really well,” Tomic 
said. “I am just glad they 
are seeing the fruits of 
their labor … and this is 
what happens when you 
focus on things and doing 
it the right way.”
BG came into to the 
matchup knowing that it 
could win, but had goals 
to set to make sure it won 
with its game plan.
“Every game we have 
three key things that we 
have to do and it should 
provide an outcome for 
winning the game,” said 
freshman Nicole Slimko.” 
“One was we had to score, 
be efficient while we did 
and do well in transition. I 
think we did a really good 
job of that.”
BG then transitioned to 
Saturday where they had 
another game of runs as 
the team faced off against 
Buffalo, winning the 
match in a nail biter that 
went to five sets. Saturday 
also served as the Falcons’ 
Senior Night for seniors 
Erica Fullenkamp and 
Kelsey Bates.
BG started with a 12-6 
lead before Buffalo went 
on a 7-3 run to pull within 
two points at 15-13. Then 
late in the set, Buffalo tied 
the set at 18 and went on 
a 7-1 run to win the first 
set 25-19.
BG then won sets two 
and three at scores of 25-23 
and 25-17. Buffalo bounced 
back in the fourth set and 
won it 25-20 after it was 
tied again at 20-20. Buffalo 
then went on a 5-0 run to 
win, sending the match to 
a fifth and final set.
In the fifth set, BG took 
over with a 12-6 run after 
it was tied 3-3, ending the 
match 15-9.
Friday and Saturday’s 
wins were the Falcons’ 
first back-to-back wins 
this season.
“It feels great because 
we are a step closer to 
making it to the MAC 
tournament,” said senior 
Kelsey Bates.” “We really 
focused on defense this 
week … and on the court 
it has paid off and we are 
just playing very well as 
a team. It is the perfect 
point in the season to play 
particularly like this, so it 
is really exciting.” 
“For a young team that 
we are and where we start-
ed in the beginning of the 
season … and to play the 
way we are playing right 
now I am just very proud 
of this group,” Tomic said. 
“It is awesome to finish 
with two wins in our last 
home week.”
BG will now head back 
out on the road for the rest 
of the season looking to 
continue their momentum 
and potentially get a spot 
in the MAC tournament. 
BG will play Miami 
Thursday at 7 p.m. in 
Millett Hall and then 
play Northern Illinois on 
Saturday at 7 p.m. in the 
Convocation Center.
MEN’S
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FOOTBALL
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with just 14 seconds left 
in overtime, Jacob Roth 
fired a ball into the box 
and Max Auden headed in 
his second and final goal 
of the game.
“I heard somebody say 
there were twenty sec-
onds left, so I took a touch, 
took a little bit of time 
and just put a ball into 
the middle of the box,” 
said Roth. “Max [Auden] 
and [Pat] Flynn were both 
there, it happened to go 
over Flynn’s head and 
Max just buried it.”
Auden’s header gave the 
Falcons the 2-1 victory; 
their first MAC win of 
the season.
Getting the win gave BG 
three points in the MAC, 
and preserved its chances 
at making the conference 
tournament.
“It’s a huge win; it keeps 
us in the run for the tour-
nament. We just have to 
keep busting and give it 
our all,” Roth said.
“Right now we’re in a 
tough position. We need-
ed three points today, so 
the win was huge,” Auden 
said. “It’s very exciting 
and we’re going to enjoy 
this, but it’s not enough 
yet. We still got two more 
games, so starting tomor-
row it’s back to work.”
Now 11-5-1 overall 
and 1-2-1 in the MAC, 
the Falcons are switch-
ing their mindset to the 
next game.
“We’re just building 
momentum right now,” 
Auden said. “We have the 
I-75 cup next, so that’s a 
must win.”
The I-75 cup is the rival-
ry between BG and Wright 
State.
The Raiders will come 
to Cochrane Field on Nov. 
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uINvestigatingIDentity: a symposium                                  
The Identity Project is a university and community–wide 
collaboration that keynotes the relationship between 
self–disclosure, especially of highly personal information, 
and identity formation, as well as the tension between 
personal privacy and safety/surveillance
  Bowen–Thompson Student Union Third Floor
u	Free & Open to the Public
u	Morning Coffee Provided in Room 308
u	Parking Passes for Visitors to Campus available at:   Ginny’s Inspired Fashions   
   and  
   Grounds For Thought 
   in downtown BG
Please indicate if you need special services, assistance or accommodations 
to fully participate in this program by contacting Jacqui Nathan at 419-372-8525. 
Please notify us at least ten (10) days in advance.    
The Identity Project Committee
Judy Miller, Community Activist and Chair
Jacqui Nathan, Gallery Director
Alice Calderonello, Professor Emeritus, English
Todd Childers, Associate Professor, School of Art
Marce Dupay, Instructor, School of Art
Karen Ann Grajczyk, Graduate Student 
Linda Katzner, Community Member   
Mary Krueger, Director, Women’s Center
Lesa Lockford, Professor Theatre and Film
Ginny Stewart, owner of Ginny’s Inspired Fashions 
Elizabeth Yarris, Counseling Center (retired)
Faith Yingling, Director of Wellness,  
Recreation and Wellness (Wellness Connection)
Friday November 7, 2014
Identity Project Sponsors:
BGSU:  School of Art
 Counseling Center
 Provost
 Student Affairs
 English Department
 University Libraries
 School of Cultural and Critical Studies
 Wellness Connection
 Theatre & Film Department
 Women’s Center
Wood County District Public Library
ClaZel Theater
How much self–disclosure is too much? 
             Is there a discernible line between the public and the private? 
    Do we need to choose between privacy and security?
F r i d a y ,  N o v e m b e r  7 ,  2 0 1 4   |   B o w e n - T h o m p s o n  S t u d e n t  U n i o n ,  B o w l i n g  G r e e n  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y
 Free and open to the public
 Visitor parking passes available at Ginny’s and  
Grounds for Thought
 Panels, plays, videos and  discussions 
B g s u . e d u / i d e n t i t y  f o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n
NIGHT CRAWLER (R)
12:10p* 3:30p 7:15p 10:10p
JOHN WICK (R)
11:40a* 2:10p 4:40p 7:10p 10:15p
OUIJA (PG13)
12:00p* 2:20p 4:50p 7:25p 10:05p
ALEXANDER AND THE TERRIBLE, 
HORRIBLE, NO GOOD, VERY BAD DAY 
(PG) 11:30a* 2:00p 4:30p 7:05p 9:50p
FURY (R)
11:50a* 3:00p 7:00p 9:45p
10/31/14-11/5/14
WOODLAND MALL
CINEMA 5
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
• NEW FALL HOURS! • 
Tues.-Thurs. open at 2 PM
Fri.-Mon. Open at 11:30 AM
* = Friday - Monday Times
Secure Your Apartment  
for 2015-2016
Renew Now!!
Will start renting 
to new tenants 
Nov. 3, 2014
5% Discount  
on All 
1/ 2 /3 bedroom 
apartments & 
townhouses only.
Chance for one 
tenant to win 
FREE RENT 
for the school year.
Discount and 
chance to win free rent ends 
12/19/14.
Check our website
meccabg.com
or stop by office  
for details
1045 N Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419.353.5800
MECCA
Management Inc.
Bowling Green Sentinel-Tribune / 3 columns [4.892”]  by 2” deep
See our complete menu at www.sambs.com
419.353.2277 
  1 Ex post __: retroac-
tively
  2 Lightweight synthetic
  3 Blinding light
  4 Talk around the water 
cooler
  5 Giant birds of myth
  6 Minor league rink org.
  7 St. in which most of 
Yellowstone is located
  8 Poet Amy
  9 Cherry-topped treat
10 ‘'Now I get it!''
11 Bigfoot's other name
12 Take turns
13 Walk heavily
18 State of matter
22 Calls the game
25 Fist pump or high-
five, e.g.
26 Cleveland's state
28 Cashew or pecan
29 Mauna __
30 Waiter's carrier
31 Actress Stone of "The 
Help"
32 "She Walks in 
Beauty" poet
33 Wrong
37 Brass band bass
39 2014, por ejemplo
40 "Spare" cut of meat
43 '60s hippie gather-
ing
45 VCR inserts
48 "The Good Wife" 
attorney Florrick
49 Says assuredly
50 Mexican food in a 
corn-husk wrap
53 Potato press
54 "Come on in!"
55 Many talk show 
hosts sit at them
56 Slugger Sammy
58 Cigar remains
60 Brief approvals
62 Cowboy Rogers
63 Signal to an actory
  1 "Around the World in 80 
Days" navigator Phileas
  5 Lou of soul music
10 Immediately, in memos
14 Folk singer Guthrie
15 "Such a tease!"
16 Lecture location
17 Schoolroom cutup
19 Concerning
20 Often sculpted anatomy 
parts
21 Campus email suffix
23 Logician's abbr.
24 First African-American 
major-league coach Buck
25 Condé Nast fashion 
monthly
27 Pachyderm in stereotypi-
cal hallucinations
31 Yale student
34 Membership fees
35 Ravi Shankar's instrument
36 French peak
38 Volga region native
41 Two times tetra-
42 Nickname for Wrigley 
Field hero Ernie Banks
44 Condo division
46 The Beatles' "__ Jude"
47 PDF file creation program
51 System for blind readers
52 Peeled
56 Leb. neighbor
57 Actress Peeples
58 "Marry me!"
59 Dunked cookie
61 Performances in a big 
tent, where you'd see 
the ends of 17-, 27- and 
47-Across
64 One often lost in the 
laundry
65 "That's it for me"
66 Vichyssoise veggie
67 Pantry pests
68 So far
69 Misses the mark
The Daily Crossword FixThe Daily Cr sword Fix
Help Wanted
PT bartender in private setting,
good wages, tips. Send resume to
20755 N. Dixie Hwy, BG.
Wood Lane Residential Services
is hiring for immediate Direct Care
positions in BG, Haskins,
Walbridge & Portage, helping
individuals with development
disabilities with daily living skills &
activities. FT openings with
competitive pay of $9-$13.18/hr &
GREAT benefits including
vacation/sick/personal leave;
 paid holidays; health/dental/life
insurance; 401k. PT & sub hrs
also available. Hours worked
count towards maintaining STNA
license.  Required:  HS Diploma
or GED; valid driver's license;
acceptable MVR (for driving
positions) & completion of
pre-screening process
(drug screen & BCI/FBI check).
Obtain application from WLRS,
545 Pearl St., BG.  Mon.-Fri.
Or download application at:
www.wlrs.org
 EOE
For Rent
**2014-2015 s.y. now renting
3-6 BR?s over 3 allow, also more
rooms $225, eff + 1 & 4BR apts.
See cartyrentals.com or 353-0325
5 BR, 2 Bath, 617 N. Main,
off st parking & laundry room incl,
avail Aug 2015. 12 mo lease,
$1300/mo, call 419-722-1371
or email: aricketts@woh.rr.com
BG Apts - 822  2nd St.
2BR apt avail NOW!
$460 +gas/elec.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
Help Wanted
Extended Care Worker
PT hourly child care after school.
Exp w/ children and ref required.
An on-line app is aail at:
www.montessorischool.org
or at MSBG, 515 Sand Ridge Rd.
Office Supervisor- Liberty Tax
Service--Bowling Green, OH
Responsibilities include but not
limited to: promoting excellent
client service, overseeing day to
day office operations, preparing
daily reports, marketing, hiring/
training staff and preparing taxes.
Great earnings & bonus potential
working through the tax season.
This is a great opportunity for the
right person! This is a PT position
during the off-season. FT hours
during tax season start in Dec.
Classified Ads
419-372-0328
The BG News will not knowingly 
accept advertisements that discrimi-
nate, or encourage discrimination 
against any individual or group on 
the basis of race, sex, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, sexual orien-
tation, disability, status as a veteran, 
or on the basis of any other legally 
protected status.
The BG News reserves the right to 
decline, discontinue or revise any 
advertisement such as those found 
to be defamatory, lacking in factual 
basis, misleading or false in nature. All 
advertisements are subject to editing 
and approval.
By Jamar Dunson
Reporter
Several members of the 
men’s and women’s BG 
cross country team broke 
their personal records 
in Saturday’s Mid-
American Conference 
championships.
The women’s team fin-
ished fourth overall with 
127 points. 
“We accomplished the 
goals that we set for our-
selves back in August 
with being a top four 
team,” said head coach 
Lou Snelling. “We saw 
potential in terms of this 
whole group is back next 
year, so we saw a lot of 
good things today.”
Junior Becca Rae led the 
women’s team with a per-
sonal best time of 21:13, 
coming in 13th place and 
nabbing a second-team 
all MAC performance. 
Her time broke her previ-
ous best of 22:01, which 
was set at last year’s MAC 
title race.
“I was really happy with 
it,” Rae said. “After all the 
work we’ve done leading 
up to this, I was happy to 
get that payoff at the end 
of the season.”
“She won all-MAC, got 
to be happy about that,” 
Snelling said. “She started 
off aggressive, had some 
problems in the middle 
but really went after it 
in the latter portions of 
the race.”
Along with Rae, every 
member of the Falcons’ 
top seven set new person-
al records. 
Redshir t f reshma n 
Allison Francis beat her 
previous record by 1:20, 
clocking in at 21:47. 
Mackenzie McMillin beat 
her’s by finishing short of 
just one minute. Redshirt 
junior Maria Meredith set 
a new record for the sec-
ond meet in a row, finish-
ing with a time of 22:53. 
On the men’s side, 
Taberner finished first 
for the Falcons, com-
ing in 46th in the race 
with a time of 25:53. This 
was also a new personal 
record for him, break-
ing his previous one by 
37 seconds. 
“Kohl Taberner has 
stepped up,” said assis-
tant coach Eric Thatcher. 
“He put himself into posi-
tion to have that type 
of race today and that 
should give him confi-
dence that the work he is 
putting in is continuing to 
pay off.”
Freshman Travis Jex and 
redshirt freshman Nathan 
Tuck both set new records 
by over 40 seconds. Jex’s 
time was 26:27 and Tuck’s 
was 26:35, respectively. 
As a whole, BG’s time 
drastically improved from 
last year’s with a total of 
26:34, almost 30 seconds 
faster than in 2013. In the 
men’s group, six out of 
the eight runners, most of 
whom are freshman and 
redshirt freshman, set 
new personal best times.
“I’m pleased with 
the individual perfor-
mances,” Thatcher said. 
“We saw a lot of person-
al records set and we’re 
seeing them progress 
appropriately.” 
The Falcons will head to 
Wisconsin in two weeks 
for the NCAA Great Lakes 
Regional Meet on Nov. 14.
Men’s and women’s cross country teams 
successful at MAC Championships
Several Falcons record 
new personal bests
PAIGE APKARIAN | THE BG NEWS
NICK VOTH runs for the Falcons in the MAC cross country Championships.
HOCKEY 
From Page 6
In Friday night’s contest, 
the Mavericks scored three 
goals in the second period 
to take a 4-1 lead. 
Tyler Spezia scored his 
second goal of the game 
in the third period to cut 
the deficit to 4-2, however 
it was not enough as the 
Falcons lost 5-2. 
The Falcons were out-
shot 34-19 in Friday’s game 
and were 0-for-1 on the 
power play.
MSU forward Bryce 
Gervais scored three goals 
in the game to record a hat 
trick. Falcon goaltender 
Tomas Sholl made 29 saves 
in the losing effort.
However, with Saturday’s 
win, the Falcons improve 
their overall record to 
5-2-1 and their confer-
ence record to 3-1-0. BG 
will travel to Alaska this 
weekend to face confer-
ence opponent Alaska-
Fairbanks. 
“We’re going up there 
with a business trip in 
mind to go and give our-
selves an opportunity to 
win two game,” Bergeron 
said.
